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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of 3D face shape approximation from occluding contours, i.e., the bound-

aries between the facial region and the background. To this end, a linear regression process that models

the relationship between a set of 2D occluding contours and a set of 3D vertices is applied onto the cor-

responding training sets using Partial Least Squares. The result of this step is a regression matrix which

is capable of estimating new 3D face point clouds from the out-of-training 2D Cartesian pixel positions of

the selected contours. Our approach benefits from the highly correlated spaces spanned by the 3D vertices

around the occluding boundaries of a face and their corresponding 2D pixel projections. As a result, the

proposed method resembles dense surface shape recovery from missing data. Our technique is evaluated

over four scenarios designed to investigate both the influence of the contours included in the training set

and the considered number of contours. Qualitative and quantitative experiments demonstrate that using

contours outperform the state of the art on the database used in this article. Even using a limited number

of contours provides a useful approximation to the 3D face surface.
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1. Introduction1

Developing techniques for 3D face shape estimation is a subject of special interest in computer vision2

due to its potential applications in computer graphics and face identification. While the problem is difficult3

to model through methods based on inverting the image formation process such as geometric [39] and4

photometric stereo [47], a face consistency constraint may be included in order to enhance results. Usually,5

this facial consistency is achieved by redefining the problem in terms of a 3D face model prior, which6

guarantees that the recovered surface lies within the span of the class of human faces. In particular, the7
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idea of constraining 3D face shape recovery using a training set of facial surfaces has attracted the attention8

of the research community and established itself as a popular approach.9

Among the different statistical methods for 3D face shape recovery, Principal Component Analysis (PCA)10

is commonly used as a tool to explain the variations of 3D shape and grayscale values independently [5, 8].11

However, when separate models are constructed, a fitting strategy has to be performed over the 3D shape12

and texture parameters of the model in order to deform an initial surface in accordance with the features13

extracted from one or several input images. The results obtained from these techniques usually deliver14

accurate approximations, but their success depends on factors such as the distance measure used in the15

fitting process and the number of features estimated by the method, i.e., 3D structure, texture, pose and16

illuminations variations. If many factors are included or a complex distance measure is used, the elevated17

computational time consumed in the 3D face estimation prevents these approaches for being used in realtime18

applications.19

Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) methods have been proposed as an alternative to PCA since they are20

useful to predict 3D face shape from 2D features such as image intensities [37, 38]. A review of different MLR21

techniques was performed in [13] where Partial Least Squares (PLS) was confirmed as the most suitable22

method for learning shared variations between 3D shape and grayscale images due to its suitability for23

handling a large number of variables. In the context of the present article, a PLS-based technique is attractive24

due the possibility of directly estimating a dense 3D mesh from sparse 2D geometrical features obtained25

from a set of input images. The geometrical information contained in an image of a face can be extracted26

as separate feature points or as connected components such as edges and contours. Usually, contours refer27

to the closed boundaries of the face while edges refer to open segments. Edges fall into two categories:28

inner edges, i.e., the lines contained inside the facial region; and outer edges, which are concerned with the29

occluding boundaries between the facial area and the background. Binary images represent an alternative30

representation for contours, as these include not only the boundaries but the whole region of interest of the31

face. In this work, we will refer to occluding contour as the boundary line depicted between the facial region32

of the head the background. Note that the complete shape of the head, i.e., the rear, hair, ears, neck and33

upper region of the head are not considered in this research in order to focus on the relationship between34

occluding contours generated only within the facial region.35

The present work is motivated by the fact that occluding contours represent strong geometrical infor-36

mation attached to both 2D and 3D shape. Being visible as strong edges, occluding contours may be easily37

estimated from images, representing a meaningful feature for recovering the 3D surface of a face from the38

video sequence of a rotating camera. Unlike previous MLR approaches exploring the effect of coupling39

grayscale images and 3D shape, we now focus on studying the effect of 2D features that explain facial shape40

rather than facial appearance. In this sense, focusing on contours strengthens the relationship between the41

data used to train our system, leaving aside factors inherently contained in pixel intensities such as texture42
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and illumination variations. While our method does not recover facial appearance as it does not deal with43

the modelling of pose and illumination parameters, it does provide a simple and straightforward method-44

ology to approximate the shape of a face from a set of occluding edges, having potential applications in45

computer graphics and identification.46

1.1. Contribution47

This article introduces an MLR-based methodology for estimating 3D face shape information when a set48

of 2D occluding contours is available from multiple views of a face. Our approach aims to directly estimate49

the 3D face structure by using a regression matrix built through PLS, where common information between50

2D contours and 3D data is retained in the regression process. Modelling this matrix can be achieved using51

the kernel PLS algorithm, which is computationally efficient and only requires the number of observations52

(training samples) be the same for the dependent and independent variables. To the best of our knowledge,53

this article is also the first to investigate the coupling of contours and surfaces, in a linear regression fashion,54

for modelling shared variations between 2D and 3D geometric features within a statistical shape recovery55

framework.56

57

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes relevant work related to our approach, Section 358

describes the PLS regression, in Section 4 we introduce the methodology proposed in this article and Section59

5 presents an analysis of the experimental results. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in60

Section 6.61

2. Related work62

The problem of 3D face shape estimation has been commonly tackled using statistical models, where 3D63

face shape and grayscale or color information are related. The main objective of statistical methodologies is64

to find a set of 3D face shape parameters that best fit to an image or a set of images. Atick et al. pioneered65

this area with their work in [5], where PCA was used to decompose the 3D structure of the subjects in the66

database. The main idea here was to perform an optimization process carried out over the parameters of67

the statistical model in order to fit it to the input image. This approach eventually became the foundation68

of the morphable model of Blanz and Vetter [8], who formulated an optimization problem to estimate 3D69

face shape and texture from one or more input images.70

2.1. Single view approaches71

In [29] PCA was used to construct separate texture and 3D face shape models only considering infor-72

mation contained in a set of landmarks. Texture information was obtained through a strategy based on73

triangular subdivision, while facial geometry was gathered by projecting texture onto the 3D shape model.74

Unfortunately, the data calculated from PCA does not suffice to reach an accurate 3D face shape being75
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necessary to apply a Laplacian filter for noise reduction. A similar work was presented in [30] where a76

triangular mesh was built by interpolating feature points in the input image using barycentric coordinates.77

In their work, separate PCA models were constructed, one of them containing points over the triangular78

mesh and the other one containing all the points in the image. The main idea of this work was to calculate,79

through a sparse model, the eigenvalues associated to the triangular mesh and then use them to calculate80

a dense output 3D shape. However, since two separate models were constructed the shared information81

between 3D shape and grayscale image was still ignored.82

Other approaches have also been proposed to simplify the fitting process of the statistical framework.83

In [14] a coupled model was constructed by combining 3D face shape and grayscale models into a single84

model. In this work, a set of coupled parameters were found by fitting the coupled model to an input image.85

Coupled parameters were later used in order to recover 3D face shape parameters and consequently the 3D86

shape of the face. Although this method shared information between 3D face shape and grayscale subspaces,87

an optimization process was still required to fit the input image with the 3D shape estimation.88

Recently, in [2] a framework for the inverse rendering of faces with a 3D morphable model was developed.89

The authors proposed to decompose the image formation process into geometric and photometric parts. For90

the geometric part they estimated 3D face shape parameters given the position of a set of 2D sparse feature91

points. As an initial step, the camera projection matrix was estimated using known 3D-2D correspondences92

and the mean 3D face shape, then 3D shape parameters were recovered using the estimated camera projection93

matrix. The recovered 3D face shape was used to reestimate the camera projection matrix and the process94

was repeated until convergence. For the photometrical part, two different approaches were proposed to95

recover texture parameters and specular reflectance properties. The first approach assumed arbitrarily96

distributed but monochromatic illumination, while the second approach allowed unknown illumination and97

specular reflectance. Although this method showed accurate results, regularization weights were found98

empirically and prior terms for texture and illumination were used.99

A common feature between the 3D face shape estimation methods mentioned above is that they use PCA100

for model construction. However, when PCA is performed separately for the 3D face shape and texture,101

shared information between spaces is ignored. As an alternative to exploit the shared information between102

spaces for 3D face estimation MLR methods have been recently explored. In [34] a method was proposed to103

estimate 3D face shape from a color frontal image using canonical correlation analysis (CCA). CCA attempts104

to find two sets of canonical variables such that correlation between projections is maximal. However, the105

correlation criterion tends to explain the main axis of the model based on information with small variance,106

i.e., the regression gives importance to features that are more relevant for the grayscale variation than for107

the 3D shape estimation. Likewise, in [25] and approach based on CCA and tensor models was presented.108

Another approach based on MLR techniques was introduced in [15] where PLS was applied in the109

regression process. PLS seeks for a set of components that perform a simultaneous decomposition of the110
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3D face shape and grayscale image spaces with the constraint that these components explain the maximum111

covariance between both sets. Although results were encouraging, using Cartesian coordinates for 3D shape112

representation complicates the task of novel view synthesis. To overcome this issue, a method was presented113

in [38] where 3D face structure estimation was addressed through cylindrical coordinates and PLS. The114

proposed method first predicts a cylindrical grayscale map from its Cartesian grayscale counterpart through115

a regression matrix. Then, a second regression matrix predicts cylindrical 3D face shape from the predicted116

cylindrical coordinate map of grayscale values in order to estimate texture. Finally, grayscale and 3D face117

shape cylindrical maps are used together to generate novel views of the subject. The outcome of this work118

was an enhanced 3D face estimation compared with those based on Cartesian coordinates, since cylindrical119

coordinates overcomes the problems of synthesis errors around the occluding areas of the face. The main120

drawback of this method was its sensibility to appearance factors in the pixel intensities, such as illuminations121

and texture variations.122

2.2. Multiple view approaches considering edges and contours123

Occluding edges represent strong geometrical information attached to both 2D and 3D shape and have124

been investigated to enhance the performance of 3D face shape estimation from statistical models. The125

most similar problem setup to what we consider in this paper was presented by [31], the authors proposed126

two methods to recover 3D face shape from binary images. The first method used a calibrated multiple127

camera rig to generate eleven images of a subject. A rigid 3D transformation between the cameras and the128

axis of the human head was performed in order to align a generic 3D model for pose estimation. To this129

end, manually assigned reference face points were annotated in at least three images of the subject while the130

corresponding 3D points of the face model were calculated using a Levenberg-Marquardt optimization. Once131

the alignment was solved, binary images were extracted for both input and corresponding rendered views132

obtained from an initial approximation of the shape parameters of the statistical model. These parameters133

were iteratively refined using a probabilistic non-linear optimization and a boundary weighted X-OR cost134

function. For the second method, a similar algorithm was applied to a video sequence of a fixed camera135

and a rotating face. Here, four feature points were needed to locate a 3D mask used to track the facial136

area along the video frames. After finding six-dimensional motion parameters for each frame, a small subset137

of significant poses was selected to perform shape recovery as in the first method. This work proved to138

be effective for the purpose of 3D face shape estimation. Nonetheless, while the approach was sensitive to139

alignment errors, the time consumed in the optimization process is affected by the continuous generation140

and alignment of binary images. Moreover, the face silhouette segmentation from input images is assumed141

to be easy, but in practice this is a non-trivial problem.142

Other efforts have been focused on incorporating inner and outer contours into the framework of Blanz143

and Vetter [8]. For instance, the work of [35] has shown how the combination of multiple image features such144
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as pixel intensities, edges, specular highlights and texture constraints were useful for modeling 3D face shape145

and texture from a single image. The main contribution of this work was a strong fitting algorithm built146

from multiple weak classifiers that was more robust to local minima problems. Later, in [21], Keller et. al.147

explored the isolated contribution of inner and outer edges in the process of fitting a 3D morphable model.148

To this end, a system that matches silhouettes and inner contours of a 3D morphable model with an input149

contour image was presented. The authors divided the problem into two main parts: feature extraction150

and fitting. For the fitting process, efforts were focused on finding an appropriate image distance measure151

for estimating a robust solution with a small contour error. The idea here was using a robust distance152

function which ignored unmatched edges and unmatched contours. The feature extraction was performed153

by a general purpose edge detection algorithm. The main conclusion of this work was that a single contour154

can ensure contour consistency without imposing tight constraints on the full 3D face shape. In other words,155

the reconstructed 3D face can be very different from the ground truth while displaying the same 2D contour156

of the input image.157

As an alternative from statistical 3D shape models, other approaches have explored the effect of contours158

when a reference generic model is available. In [18] a contour-based 3D face model was introduced. At first159

stage, head pose was estimated comparing the edge maps extracted from video frames against the edge160

maps extracted from a generic 3D face model. Then, the generic 3D face model adapts itself to the outer161

contours and internal features by global and local deformations. For global deformation an affine model162

was used, while for local deformation a stochastic search was computed. As in [31], this algorithm proved163

to be successful for 3D face estimation and more robust to illumination changes than many structure from164

motion algorithms. However, computational speed is also an issue since the reconstruction time using 9165

video frames is about 1 hour.166

A different solution that mixes statistical models with multiple-view stereo was developed by [27]. As an167

initial step an iterative bundle adjustment was performed to estimate the 5 camera poses, then, a dense 3D168

face shape was reconstructed using contour lines for strong matching. Unfortunately, even when contours169

added constraints into the fitting process, the accuracy of the dense 3D face reconstruction was sacrificed, i.e.170

the recovered surface was stable mostly around the areas close to the input image poses. This is somewhat171

related with the work developed by [1] and [28], where flexibility in statistical 3D models was investigated in172

order to determine the modes of deformation generated in a surface when certain vertices were constrained173

to remain as fixed as possible. A main conclusion from this study was that the surface of a face greatly174

changed if the vertices of the profile line were set to minimally vary while the rest of the vertices were allowed175

to deform freely. In other words, statistical models of faces may generate subjects whose profile contours176

are practically the same while their overall face appearance differs considerably.177
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2.3. State of the art178

The state of the art in 3D face shape estimation seeks to obtain either very high quality static models179

or dynamic models from video. The focus is primarily on applications in graphics and animation where180

high rendering quality or convincing performance capture are necessary. They can be divided into statistical181

approaches and those that rely on additional modalities of sensor. Suwajanakorn et al [43] use large image182

collections of a single subject to build a person-specific morphable model from the image data alone. Sub-183

sequently, this model is fitted to unconstrained video and shape detail added by refining the model using184

a shading cue. While the quality of the recovered shape is very high, the method can only be applied if a185

model has been built specifically for the person being analyzed.186

Recent advances in facial landmarking [36] has led to the role of landmarks in 3D morphable model187

fitting to be revisited. Amberg and Vetter [4] use Branch and Bound to fit a morphable model to a set of188

landmarks containing many false detections. Schonborn etal [41] integrate automatic landmark detection189

into a fitting algorithm based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo. Huber etal [19] recently proposed the idea of190

using local (SIFT) features for morphable model fitting. They compute SIFT features around the projection191

of key points from a current model estimate into the input image. They learn a cascaded regressor for192

computing gradient direction from these feature observations.193

An alternative to using a statistical face model is to rely on additional sources of data such as depth194

cameras or multi-view images or video. Although not applicable to existing 2D images or video, these195

methods offer the potential for very high accuracy. In particular, there has been intense focus recently196

on reconstructing dynamic face shape from realtime depth sensors [46, 26]. These methods fit blend shape197

models to noisy depth data allowing real-time tracking and expression transfer. Using conventional cameras,198

multi-view methods (where a face is observed from multiple directions simultaneously) have proven highly199

effective in obtaining detailed 3D face models. Bradley et al. [10] and Beeler et al. [6, 7] take this approach200

which is dependent on a very accurate camera calibration. Valgaerts et al. [44] reduced the requirement201

for controlled conditions, using only a pair of cameras and uncontrolled illumination conditions. It is worth202

noting that these methods are completely generic: they need not only reconstruct face shape. This means203

they provide no robustness to occlusion and may not cope well with noise. A face-specific take on multiview204

reconstruction was proposed by Amberg et al. [3]. Their interesting idea was to use a morphable model as205

a statistical constraint on correspondence between a pair of stereo images. They seek the model that, when206

projected into the stereo pair, minimize the difference in intensity implied by the correspondence between207

views.208

It is worth mentioning the role that face alignment and dense registration play in the success of statistical209

models of faces. Bolkart et al [9] introduced a method that involves feature detection, rigid alignment and210

dense, nonrigid registration between scans of 3D faces, which allows performing the statistical analysis of211

3D face shapes in motion. This finds applications in the automatic generation of facial animations and face212
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recognition for dynamical expressions. For the removal of noise of 3D faces in motion, Brunton et al. [12]213

have shown how a multilinear wavelet based representation allows a noisy and occluded sequence of 3D face214

scans to be fitted onto multilinear models, with applications in telepresence and gaming.215

The tracking of 3D feature points along 2D image sequences presents different challenges. In [20], the216

authors present a real-time, person-independent 3D registration from 2D video, based on a cascade-regression217

approach. The problem of recovering fine facial details is addressed in [17] using personalized blend shape218

models, while Shi et al. present an approach based on multilinear facial models and the detection of large-219

to-fine scale facial deformations in [42].220

A step further has been taken by Kemelmacher [23] where the problem of automatic generation of a221

statistical model from internet categories is addressed. Here, the author applies ideas from uncalibrated222

photometric stereo in order to generate a 3D model from face images obtained from the internet, exhibiting223

natural lighting variations [24]. These 3D faces are used to train morphable models that can be further224

applied for face analysis and facial expression transference. The problem of correspondence and alignment is225

solved by averaging hundreds of images of faces belonging to similar categories, allowing a 1-to-1 correspon-226

dence between pixels and height data. It is worth commenting on the face molding method also introduced227

by Kemelmacher et al [22], which by seeking photometric consistency between a reference 3D model and a228

single image, attempts to mould the particular face features of the subject to reconstruct. This approach229

was the starting point of a series of articles related to the recovery of 3D face shape from images taken under230

uncontrolled conditions.231

Finally, other issues in statistical models have been researched, for example, the effect of background232

modeling has been pointed out as an important source of instabilities such as shrinking and pose misalign-233

ments [40].234

3. Partial Least Squares235

Multiple Linear Regression is a prediction strategy that aims at modelling the relationship between a236

set of l independent variables (predictors) and m dependent variables (responses) whose values are known237

for k observations during a training phase. The training sets are usually organized into matrices Xk×l and238

Yk×m, respectively for the predictors and responses. As a result of the regression process, a matrix B that239

explains the responses as a linear combination of the predictors is estimated as:240

Y = XB. (1)

Unlike MLR, which usually builds the regression matrix using a generalized pseudo inverse, other methods241

focus on dimensionality reduction and subspace projection. In this sense, Partial Least Squares is a special242

kind of regression method that is based on the criterion of maximum covariance among latent variables,243
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i.e., the projections of every observation on the space spanned by their corresponding sets of predictors and244

responses.245

The method introduced in this article uses a set of occluding contours (the boundaries between the face246

and the background, as shown in Fig. 1) in order to predict its corresponding 3D dense map. As the247

variables with which we are dealing lie in both the space of pixels and the space of 3D vertices (see Fig.248

2 (a) and (b)), X and Y become matrices of long column vectors where the number of observations k is249

far less than the number of variables l and m for X and Y, respectively. This problem, referred to as the250

low observation-to-variable ratio, benefits from the maximum covariance criterion because it naturally deals251

with the collinearity produced by the long structure of matrices X and Y [33]. Additionally, maximizing252

covariance provides PLS with the flexibility lacking in other regression methods. For instance, Canonical253

Correlation Analysis (CCA) [25] applies the maximum correlation criterion between latent variables in order254

to find strictly linear relationships among them. Other approaches aimed at dimensionality reduction such as255

Principal Component Regression (PCR), maximize covariance only within the set of the predictor variables.256

It is worth noticing that, when all the dimensions are kept, either approach delivers results comparable to257

those delivered by MLR.258

The PLS algorithm iteratively builds an r-dimensional regression matrix, where r is the number of259

retained latent variables considered for regression. In the first step, two association matrices XXT and260

YYT are used to create the kernel matrix XXTYYT . The first eigenvector ti, i = 1 of the kernel matrix,261

becomes the first latent vector of the predictor set, but an additional condition of tTi ti = 1 is required in262

order to ensure the maximum covariance criterion. Later, ti is used to calculate ui = YYT ti, the first263

latent vector corresponding to the response set.264

After the initial calculation of ti and ui the kernel matrix must be updated. In the next equations it is265

shown how XXT and YYT can be updated with right and left multiplications (as shown in [33]) using the266

matrix Gi = I− tit
T
i for each iteration i = {1, 2, ..., r} , where I is the identity matrix and i is the index of267

the current latent variable being calculated. Once Gi is at hand, the ith latent variable is subtracted from268

XXT and YYT as:269

X̂iX̂
T
i = GiX̂i−1X̂

T
i−1Gi, (2)

ŶiŶ
T
i = GiŶi−1Ŷ

T
i−1Gi. (3)

Thus, the XXT and YYT matrices are updated by multiplication with matrix Gi on the right and left.270

It is worth pointing out that the size of the relevant matrices remains k × k. The goal of updated matrices271

X̂i and Ŷi is to store the residues of X and Y respectively, i.e., X̂iX̂
T
i is the deflated version of XXT at272

the kth dimension, the same holding for ŶiŶ
T
i , while matrix Gi is an updating operator.273

Once the calculated dimension has been subtracted from the kernel matrix, the following eigenvectors274

are calculated to obtain the new vectors ti and ui. When the number of dimensions r has been reached, all275
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Symbol Description
X Predictor matrix
Y Response matrix
B PLS regression matrix
W PLS weights matrix for X
C PLS weights matrix for Y
P PLS loadings matrix for X
T PLS scores matrix for X
U PLS scores matrix for Y
v 3D vertex (x, y, z)
R1 First regression strategy identifier
R2 Second regression strategy identifier
R3 Third regression strategy identifier
R4 Fourth regression strategy identifier

Table 1: Technical terms and symbols.

vectors t and u are stored as the column vectors of matrices T and U respectively. Finally, the regression276

matrix B is calculated as:277

B = W(PTW)−1CT , (4)

W = XTU, (5)

P = (TTX)(TTT)−1, (6)

C = (TTY)(TTT)−1. (7)

The matrices W and C contain the variations of the information extracted from the predictors and the278

responses, while P is the matrix of the loadings for the predictors. Note that a new estimation response279

vector y′ can be achieved by directly using matrix B and a new predictor vector x′, i.e.,280

y′ = Bx′. (8)

A summary of the relevant technical terms and symbols used in in this paper is presented in Table 1.281

4. Face shape recovery282

This section provides a detailed explanation about the proposed regression method and its application283

to the problem of face shape estimation. To this end, a first subsection describes how the 2D contour and284

3D shape databases were generated using a statistical face model. Four regression cases are presented in a285

second subsection, where different subsets of 2D contours are presented in order to investigate their influence286

in the regression process.287
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4.1. Database generation288

The database used for training and experimental evaluation of our system was built using the Basel289

Face Model (BFM) [32]. The BFM parameterizes faces as triangular meshes. We use a subset of the290

complete model comprising m = 16512 vertices corresponding to the interior region of the face. For each291

vertex vj = (xj , yj , zj)
T ∈ R3, j = {1, 2, · · · ,m} there exists an associated normalized RGB color vector292

cj = (rj , gj , bj)
T ∈ [0, 1]3. The 3D meshes corresponding to the different subjects of the database underwent293

a dense correspondence estimation process in order to avoid instabilities generated by the spatial variability294

between the 3D facial shapes. As a result, a unique label is assigned to each vertex and this label is shared295

among all the subjects in the database. The BFM consists of two independently built statistical models for296

3D face surface and texture using PCA. This parametric face model can be represented as:297

Ms = (µs, σs,Ds) (9)

Mt = (µt, σt,Dt) (10)

where subindexes s and t respectively stand for shape and texture, µ{s,t} and σ{s,t} are the mean and298

the standard deviation vectors, and D{s,t} are the orthonormal basis or principal components of the 3D299

shape and texture values along the subjects of the database. Thus, new faces can be generated as linear300

combinations of the principal components as follows:301

s(α) = µs + Dsσsα (11)

t(β) = µt + Dtσtβ (12)

where the parameter vectors {α, β} represent the linear combinations, i.e., the shape and texture coefficients302

applied onto the model in order to generate new faces.303

Since our work focuses on the relationship between 2D and 3D shape variations, the texture model of304

the BFM was not considered for the database generation, instead, 120 face surfaces s(α) were obtained from305

normally distributed random vectors α whose limits were bounded by ±σs. Additionally, a set of eleven306

subjects is available with the BFM. These examples correspond to faces of real persons and were also used307

for testing the performance of our methodology. One of the subjects belonging to this subset is depicted308

in Figure 1. In this way, 120 synthetically generated faces plus 10 real world faces were available for the309

purposes of experimental evaluation.310

As far as the 2D contour generation is concerned, a set of n = 62 poses was obtained from each surface311

in order to create their corresponding head pose images. The synthesized images were generated with a312

matlab pointcloud renderer and observed an orthographic projection (examples of these images are shown313

in Figure 2). Pose variations separated by 5o were applied along the Pitch and Roll angles of the face within314
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Algorithm 1 The training and regression phases of our method are described in this algorithm.

Input : X = Predictor matrix of size (k × l) (2D information)
Y = Response matrix of size(k ×m) (3D information)
x′ = new subject 2D contours reshaped into a long vector of size (1× l)

Output: y′ = 3D face surface of size (1×m)

Training process.

Calculate association matrices X̂ = XXT and Ŷ = YYT

I = Identity matrix of size (k × k)
for i = 1 · · · r do

XY = X̂Ŷ
ti =first column of Y
g = 100[1, 1, 1, · · · , 1]T of size (k × 1)
while ||ti − g||/||ti|| > 1e−6 do

g = ti
ti = XY ∗ g/||XY ∗ g||

ui = YYT ti
T = [T, ti] and U = [U,ui]
Association matrices are updated by G = I − tit

T
i

X̂ = GX̂G and Ŷ = GŶG

W = XTU
P = (TTX)(TTT)−1

C = (TTY)(TTT)−1

Finally, calculate the regression matrix B = W(PTW)−1CT

Regression process.

x′ = 2D contours reshaped into a long vector
y′ = the new 3D face surface calculatd by y′ = Bx′
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Figure 1: Contours and head pose variations. The n different pose images are obtained through 31 variations along the
Pitch angle and 31 along the Roll angle, for a total of n = 62 poses. Both angles vary within the intervals [−90o,−15o] and
[15o, 90o], while the Yaw angle remains fixed. A different pose image is acquired with a separation ∆ = 5o. Examples of the
expected contours to be obtained from each image aver the limits of the allowed intervals are depicted in blue.

the intervals of [−90o,−15o] and [15o, 90o]. Any pose outside this range is not important as it is nearly315

frontal and therefore does not provide meaningful occluding contour information. Since contour extraction316

is performed over a set of n pose head images, it is worth mentioning that these images may be obtained317

by different means, i.e. a rotating camera, a set of multiple fixed cameras and a rotating subject, or even318

a set of video frames. In this paper, for training and experimental evaluation, a rotating camera was used319

to obtain the required set of n pose images. Figure 1 depicts an example of the set of poses used to extract320

contours for each subjects in the database.321

322

For contour extraction, a generic threshold based foreground extractor was used. The output of this323

algorithm is a binary image, i.e., the vector of [(x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (xp, yp)] coordinates corresponding to324

the columns and rows of the image where the pixel foreground value is equal to 1. For each binary image a325

final contour corresponding to the boundary between the face and background was finally recorded. From326

this set of contours, a linear interpolation was performed between neighboring points in order to obtain a327

new contour whose inter-neighbor distance is constant for a total of p = 80 points. This step is performed328

to guarantee that all contours are sampled with the same number of points. Additionally, in order to isolate329

facial features, a mask was used to constrain the surface coverage strictly within the facial area, avoiding330
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(c) Regression process.

Figure 2: Our method at a glance. In (a) the 2D face information is represented by a long vector x which contains the
pixel positions of the contours obtained by a threshold based contour extraction technique applied to n input images through
different poses. All long vectors are aligned using a Procrustes method and then the matrix of long vectors X is formed. In
(b) the 3D data information is represented by a long vector y containing the (x, y, z) coordinates of every vertex in the 3D
face surface. In (c) matrices X and Y are used to train the system and calculate the regression matrix B. Once the regression
matrix is at hand, a 3D shape long vector y′ can be estimated from a 2D out of training long vector x′, as in Eq. 8.

shape transitions such as chin-to-neck, cheek-to-ears and forehead-to-hair. Figure 1 shows a diagram where331

head pose variation and contour extraction is depicted for one of the real subjects of the BFM.332

4.2. Four regression strategies333

Once the n different contours are acquired, they are stacked together into a long column vector x in334

order to build the predictor matrix X, whose columns are later aligned through a Procrustes step. This335

procedure is depicted in Figure 2(a). Likewise, to construct the response matrix Y, the vertices that shape336

the 3D face surface vector [(x1, y1, z1), (x2, y2, z2), · · · , (xm, ym, zm)] are reshaped into a long column vector337

y as shown in Figure 2(b). The training phase and regression process are roughly depicted in Figure 2(c),338

where it is shown how an out-of-training input contour vector is used to directly predict 3D face surface339

vertices, as in Eq. 8. Likewise, the training and regression processes are described in Algorithm 1.340

In order to investigate the success of the proposed methodology in terms of the 2D contours used during341

the training phase, four different regression strategies were explored. The number of contours as well as the342

importance of the main profiles were considered for designing these strategies, which are outlined in Table343

2. The first column of the table shows the identifiers for the four strategies as R1, R2, R3 and R4, the344
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Identifier Pose angles Number of contours (n) Separation
R1 Pitch, Roll 1 + 1 Fixed Pitch and Roll = 90o

R2 Pitch 31 ∆ = 5o along Pitch
R3 Pitch, Roll 12 + 1 ∆ = 15o along Pitch, Fixed Roll = 90o

R4 Pitch, Roll 31 + 31 ∆ = 5o along Pitch and Roll

Table 2: Four regression strategies. Labeled from R1 to R4, variations are considered along the Pitch and Roll directions,
with different separation angles between neighbouring poses.

second column lists the angular directions considered for each case, the number of contours used is shown345

in the third column of the table and finally the separation angle applied to select the different contours is346

presented in the fourth column.347

The first strategy (R1) attempts to estimate 3D face shape by only using the two contours obtained348

from those images were the value of the Pitch and Roll angles is 90◦, i.e., both contours represent the main349

profiles of the face. Here, the aim was to explore the influence of the two main profiles in the 3D shape350

prediction. For the second case (R2), all the variations generated for the Pitch direction were included. i.e.,351

the subset of 31 contours generated every 5o was selected out of the complete 62 contour set. The main idea352

of R2 was to determine the feasibility of only using information related to the Pitch direction. The aim of353

the third strategy (R3) was to use a smaller amount of information in Pitch (only 12 contours separate 15o354

each) but including the main profile in the Roll direction, as this contour may be easier to segment from355

background than the rest of the contours along the Roll direction. Finally, the fourth strategy (R4) considers356

the complete set of 31 × 2 contours in both Pitch and Roll directions. With R4, the interest is focused on357

the outcome of using the most variations along both directions. Note that the different strategies listed in358

Table 2 do not affect the kind of information spanned by the response set, in other words, the number of359

3D vertices remains the same regardless of the number of contours.360

5. Experiments361

In order to calculate the regression matrix it is required to construct both the 2D and 3D information362

training matrices X and Y. In this work, 120 synthetical 3D face surfaces were generated by BFM for363

experimental purposes. The 3D vertices of each subject were reshaped into a long column vector y for364

building the response matrix Y. On the other hand, for 2D contour generation, a set of n = 62 poses was365

obtained from each face surface to create their corresponding head pose images. Later, a generic threshold366

based foreground extractor was used. Likewise, to construct the predictor matrix X the 2D contours were367

stacked together into a long column vector x. Additionally, a set of 10 real world faces was available for the368

purposes of experimental evaluation.369

This section presents the result of applying the 3D face estimation method proposed in this paper. The370

first part of the section provides a visual comparison among the four different strategies performed on both371
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synthetically generated and real subjects. In the second part, a quantitative verification is presented through372

error distribution diagrams along with an identification performance for each regression strategy. It is worth373

mentioning that all results shown in this section correspond to out-of-training subjects.374

5.1. Qualitative results375

Figure 3 provides Lambertian renderings of the recovered surfaces for a visual comparison against ground376

truth. The figure presents, row-wise, 8 out of the 120 examples of the synthetically generated subjects of the377

database. The recovered subjects are depicted for each regression strategy through the first four columns of378

the figure while the right-most column shows the ground truth surface. 3D face shape approximations were379

performed following the leave-one-out evaluation method, i.e., a subset of 119 subjects was used for training380

in order to predict the 3D shape of the remaining test subject from its 2D contour data and the process was381

repeated for all the subjects in the dataset. Before commencing the analysis of the figure, it is important382

to recall that strategies R1, R2, R3 and R4 involve different number of contours obtained from varying the383

Roll and Pitch pose angles. As a general observation from Figure 3, the similarity between ground truth384

and the obtained surface approximations becomes more evident as the number of 2D contours increases (R2385

and R4) or when important information is added (R3).386

The surface estimations obtained using R1 reveal that only the data contained in the two main contours,387

where the Roll and Pitch angles are set to 90o, do not contribute with enough variability for achieving388

an accurate approximation of the whole 3D vertex map. For strategy R2, where 31 contours are acquired389

through variations along the Pitch angle, the surface approximations appear visually improved in comparison390

with those of R1, i.e., the similarity with ground truth corresponding to the eyes, nose, mouth and shape of391

the face is clearly enhanced. The R3 strategy requires a considerably smaller number of contours along the392

Pitch direction but includes the main profile for the Roll direction. The results for this strategy are indeed393

visually comparable to those obtained with R2, which suggests that the number of contours diminished in394

the Pitch direction are compensated with the main Roll profile. Finally, for R4, when the whole set of395

62 contours is used, the outcome of using all the 2D information available also leads to approximations396

qualitatively similar to those obtained using R2 and R3. However, for some subjects (i.e. 2, 3, 5 and 8), the397

overall shape of the face tends to better fit the ground truth; for example, after transitioning from R3 to398

R4, the facial shape of subject 2 appears reduced and the eyes of subjects 3 and 8 undergo a slight change399

in shape.400

As far as the real subjects are concerned, Figure 4 presents a visual comparison among 8 subjects from401

the set. It is important to mention that none of these subjects was considered for training, therefore the402

leave-one-out method does not apply here, as the aim of this experiment was to isolate the contribution of403

the real subjects when building the regression matrix. In other words, the training phase was carried out404

using the 120 subjects of the synthetic database, while the real world subjects were only used for tests. The405
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Figure 3: Regression results for eight synthetically generated subjects. From left to right the results of four di↵erent
3D face estimation strategies are presented. The eight examples in this figure were generated synthetically and the 3D face
estimations were performed through the leave-one-out strategy.

13

Figure 3: Regression results for eight synthetically generated subjects. From left to right the results of four different
3D face estimation strategies are presented. The eight examples in this figure were generated synthetically and the 3D face
estimations were performed through the leave-one-out strategy.
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Figure 4: Regression results for eight real world subjects. In this figure 8 real world examples are presented for visual
comparison for the di↵erent 3D shape regression strategies. Frontal and semi-profile views are provided in two panels.

15

Figure 4: Regression results for eight real subjects. In this figure 8 examples of real persons are presented for visual
comparison for the different 3D shape regression strategies. Frontal and semi-profile views are provided in two panels.
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Figure 5: Analysis of profile views. A comparison between 3D face estimations against ground truth is presented. Profile
views with overlapped texture maps are shown for the different regression strategies and are labeled at the top of the figure, where
“GT” stands for ground truth. The red plot under the “profile lines” legend represents the corresponding 3D approximation
while the ground truth is depicted with a black plot. The three different profile lines cases correspond, from left to right, to
comparisons of ground truth with R2, R3 and R4, respectively.

figure is organized in a similar manner as Figure 3, this time including a near-profile pose. The ground truth406

is labeled as “GT” in columns 4 and 8 of the figure. Results corresponding to R1 are not considered here407

as it was shown that they not provide approximations comparable to R2, R3 and R4. The texture of the408

subjects is overlapped on each 3D face surface estimation in order to show how the appearance of a person409

changes in accordance with the 3D shape variations captured in the regression strategies.410

Changes in appearance are more noticeable for some of the frontal pose examples, such as subjects 4411

and 6, where the transition from R2 to R4 is more evident than for the rest of the examples. However, in412

the semi-profile views, changes in the eyes, nose and mouth areas are easier to notice when the different413

strategies are applied. Through the visual inspection of the surrounding face contours, this figure also414

highlights the variabilities in shape corresponding to each subject and the extent with which the regression415

strategies resemble the ground truth. Note how by warping texture onto shape the difference between each416

regression strategy becomes more noticeable than the difference exhibited in Figure 3. This is due to the fact417

that none of the subjects in this set was built from the same parameter distribution as the synthetic training418

faces, i.e., real subjects exhibit particularities that are more difficult to recover from a normal distribution.419

In Figure 5, the subjects shown in Figure 4 are used for a profile view comparison among strategies. An420

interesting observation from this figure is that the main profile seems to be nicely approximated regardless421

of the strategy used. This fact may be explained as a consequence of the main profile (in the Pitch direction)422
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Figure 7: Textured and untextured views. Explanation.
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(a) Subject 6

R2 R3 R4 Ground truth 

R2 R3 R4 Ground truth 

Figure 7: Textured and untextured views. Explanation.

7

(b) Subject 1

Figure 6: Textured and untextured views. The aim of this figure is to show the transition in shape and texture after
applying regression strategies R2, R3 and R4 for two subjects.The Lambertian renderization of each view is depicted next to
each textured view. Note how for subject 6 (top) the difference between the obtained results is more evident when compared
to the results related to subject 1 (bottom).

being always considered in the PLS training process. However, on its own, the information contained in this423

profile is insufficient to provide the required variability for an accurate 3D face prediction. The difference424

between each 3D face estimation strategy (red line) and the ground truth (black line) is depicted in the425

profile line plots. Note how, for some of the subjects, i.e. subject 1, requiring all contours was not necessary426

(as in R4) in order to achieve an accurate 3D face approximation of the main profile. On the contrary, for427

subject 6 a more accurate reconstruction is achieved when using all available contours. This is caused by428

the PLS learning stage, where the retained characteristics describe better the 3D shape of subject 1 than429

the shape of subject 6.430

In order to provide additional visual details on the shape recovery results for these two particular exam-431

ples, Figure 6 provides a comparison of three different texture and untextured (Lambertian rendering) views432

for each regression strategy. The aim of the figure is to visually exhibit the variations in both shape and433

texture caused by the 3D shape approximations. Note how using R4 clearly outperforms R3 in predicting434

facial shape of subject 6, showing that this subject requires a greater number of contours in both Pitch435

and Roll directions in order to achieve a reasonable approximation. This is opposed to the results related436
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to subject 1, where the transition from R2 to R4 are not as noticeable as in the case of subject 6. As a437

concluding observation from this analysis, while real subjects represent challenging examples, our method438

delivers qualitatively good results when all contours are available (R4), with a similar outcome when the439

number of contours along the Pitch direction is reduced and the main profile in the Roll direction is retained440

(R3). Therefore, it is feasible to consider a reduced number of contours, as long as these exhibit a good441

variability around the facial shape, in order to build a regression matrix that is capable to predict reasonable442

surface approximations. This observation is supported by the results described in the next subsection.443

5.2. Quantitative results444

This subsection presents quantitative results for the different regression strategies depicted in this article.445

Two measures of error are introduced to evaluate the success of surface approximation.446

Let Sgt and S′ be the v× 3 matrices whose rows contain the v vertices (x, y, z) for the ground truth and447

approximated surfaces of a test subject. Let sgti and s′i, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , v} represent the ith row of matrices448

Sgt and S′, respectively. The Euclidian distance error dist and angular error ang are scalars that represent449

the difference between the vertices of the ground truth and the approximated surfaces in terms of magnitude450

(micrometers) and direction (degrees) respectively. These are shown in the following equations:451

dist =
1

v

v∑
i=1

||(sgti − s′i)|| (13)

ang =
1

v

v∑
i=1

arccos
sgti · s′i
||sgti ||||s′i||

(14)

The error measures were registered for all the 120 synthetically generated examples as well as for the 10452

real subjects. The results are shown in Figure 7, which introduces box plots to depict the distribution of453

errors for the different regression approaches. For each box, the central mark is the median, the edges of the454

box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered455

outliers, and outliers are plotted individually as red marks. Results corresponding to synthetical subjects456

are shown in (a) and (b). In accordance with the qualitative analysis in the previous subsection, the figure457

shows that the error measures tends to diminish while more 2D contours are added. i.e., the transition458

from R1 to R2. However, the number of contours seems to be as important as the quality of information459

they provide, for example, the error distribution of strategy R3 is smaller than that of R2 even when more460

contours are available for the latter. This behavior indicates that including the main profile in Roll increases461

the correlation between a set of 2D contours and the 3D vertex map of a face. It is worth to mention that462

each 3D face estimation and its corresponding ground truth were aligned through a Procrustes step before463

computing the error measures.464

To complement the conclusions from the qualitative analysis of Figures 3, the eight subjects appearing465

in this figure are marked as black asterisks in the boxplots of Figure 7 (a) and (b). Within these subsets,466
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(b) ang error for 120 leave-one-out subjects
(units of error expressed in degrees).
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(c) dist error for 10 real subjects (micrometers).
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Figure 7: Distribution of errors. Boxplots corresponding to synthetical subjects are shown in (a) for the dist error and (b)
for the ang error. For real world subjects, dist and ang errors are shown in (c) and (d) respectively. Also, six additional error
boxes Rom mini and Rom max present the maximum and minimum error measures of the 3D face estimations obtained by
the multi-features fitting algorithm of Romdhani and Vetter, while boxes A1, A2, A3 and A4 present the error measures of
the 3D face estimations obtained by the landmark-based fitting algorithm of Aldrian and Smith. The eight subjects appearing
in Figures 3 and 4 are marked as black asterisks. Within these subsets, the subjects with the lowest and greatest errors are
indicated with arrows along with subject numbers.
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the subjects with the lowest and greatest errors are indicated with the subject number. This information467

was included in order to provide a graphical match between qualitative and quantitative results. Note how468

for the synthetically generated subjects (a) and (b), examples are sorted from subject 1 to number 8 in469

the regression strategy R1. While the error tends to decrease from R1 to R4, the order of the subjects470

is not necessarily kept. Also, the smallest transition seems to happen between R3 and R4, indicating the471

importance of the contours obtained from variations along the Roll direction.472

In order to provide a comparison between our regression-based 3D face estimation technique and the473

existing state-of-the-art in 3D morphable model fitting, we provide two sets of results. First, we apply474

the recent landmark-based fitting algorithm of Aldrian and Smith [2] to the same set of data used by our475

algorithm in the four different regression strategies. Specifically, for each view we compute the 2D position476

of the subset of Farkas landmarks [16] that are visible in each view. We solve for the single set of shape477

parameters that best fits the landmark observations in all views. To do so, we extend Aldrian and Smith’s478

formulation to multiple views by stacking the linear system of equations that arises from each view into a479

single large linear system. For simplicity, we assume constant variance for each landmark point and enforce480

plausibility of the solution using a hard hyperbox constraint as suggested by Brunton et al. [11]. This avoids481

having to choose a regularization weight and reduces mean shape bias. This method provides an interesting482

comparison since it also relies purely on geometric information (landmarks versus contours) but is based on483

fitting a morphable model rather than regression between observations and shape directly.484

Second, we compare to the state-of-the-art analysis-by-synthesis approach: the multi-features fitting485

algorithm of Romdhani and Vetter [35]. This multi-feature algorithm estimates the 3D face shape and486

texture from a single image by recovering the parameters of a 3D morphable model using several cues such487

as pixel intensities, landmark points, specular highlights, contour edges and texture edges. The motivation488

behind this comparison is to determine in which extent purely geometrical information such as contours,489

when combined with MLR solutions, achieve results comparable with sophisticated heuristics relying on490

model fitting and both geometric and photometric features. For each of the 10 real subjects, face surface491

estimations were performed using a single input image along nine different poses varying between ±70o in492

Pitch. The illumination direction taken into account for this experiment was the frontal direction.493

It is important to mention that before computing any error measure, for the proposed approach and the494

comparison techniques, we performed a Procrustes alignment between each approximated surface and its495

corresponding ground truth. This was applied in order to eliminate additional estimation noise due to small496

pose variations between the recovered and real surfaces. In Figure 7(c) and (d), the error boxes labeled497

as Rom max and Rom min show the maximum and minimum Euclidian distance and angular error of the498

3D face estimations obtained by the approach of Romdhani and Vetter against ground truth, respectively,499

i.e., for the 10 × 9 input images we selected the maximum and minimum error per subject in order to500

provide an idea of the best and worst performance of the method. Note how the errors obtained by our 3D501
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(a) Error maps for subject 6 (b) Error maps for subject 1

Figure 8: Error maps. Error maps are shown in (a) and (b) for subjects 1 and 6 of the real database (these two subjects
appear in Figure 6). From left to right, we present the error maps for R1, R2, R3 and R4, where brighter values indicate
greater errors and darker values represent errors approaching to zero.

face estimation technique (labeled as R1, R2, R3 and R4) are similar to those obtained by the comparison502

approach based on multi-feature model fitting. Likewise, the error boxes labeled as A1, A2, A3 and A4503

show the error measures obtained by Aldrian and Smithś landmark-based fitting algorithm. It is important504

to remember that the same set of data used by our algorithm in the four different regression strategies was505

also used by this approach. Note how the errors of our estimation technique and the comparison approach506

are similar and tend to decrease when more input information is available. It is also important to note that507

both approaches approximate the subjects in a similar manner, i.e. both techniques estimate subject 10508

with a low error value and subject 3 with a high error value. Interestingly, adding more input images does509

not seem to alter the results delivered by A2, A3 and A4, which suggests that only varying the Pitch angle510

provides enough constraints.511

The error measures show that our estimation technique exhibits a performance that is comparable with512

the state of the art, having only slight variations from the best results. It is worth mentioning that face513

surface estimation using our 3D face recovery methodology represents a direct regression step based on514

a multiplication between a regression matrix and an input long vector that contains a set of 2D contours.515

Therefore, our method is the first to model the problem of face shape recovery on the pure basis of statistical516

regression between 2D and 3D data, which can be thought of a direct mapping of image features onto a 3D517

shape prediction. Approaches based on multi-features fitting techniques estimate 3D face surface using only518

a single image as input information, at the cost of iteratively seeking parameters of a 3D morphable model519

while simultaneously modelling several features, thus sacrificing computational time and model simplicity.520

On the other hand, techniques based on landmark fitting algorithms depend on the geometrical information521

contained in a set of 2D landmarks, but they are also subject to the optimization process of fitting a 3D522

morphable model. In this sense, this paper shows how regression methods also represent a simple yet feasible523

alternative for 3D surface estimation when more information other than a single image is available, specially524

if this information contains features that naturally correlate 2D and 3D facial shape, such as outer contours.525

To finish this subsection, in Figure 8, error maps are shown in (a) and (b), respectively, for subjects526

1 and 6 of the real database (the two subjects appearing in Figure 6). From left to right, error maps for527

R1, R2, R3 and R4 are shown, where brighter values indicate greater errors and darker values represent528

errors approaching to zero. The main feature to note here is the benefit of adding new contours in terms529
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of the error decreasing around certain surface regions, being the areas near the eyes, mouth and nose the530

most difficult to recover. Also, unlike subject 6, subject 1 does not seem to noticeably benefit from the531

transition between R1 and R4, which indicates that subject 1 is a more typical example and can be better532

approximated by the regression process.533

5.3. Face identification534

In order to explore the scope for the approximated surfaces for the purposes of facial identification a third535

error measure is introduced. The escalar id is a measure of error representing the percentage of difference536

between the vertices of the surface estimated through regression and the vertices of the ground truth surface.537

The purpose of these new error measure is to provide a sense of divergence from ground truth that can be538

related to a percentage value, the error is calculated as the reason of the Euclidian distance among every539

ground truth and estimated vertices with respect to the total length of the corresponding ground truth540

vertex. This is shown in the following equation:541

id =
100

v

v∑
i=1

√
(sgti − s′i)

T (sgti − s′i)

||sgti ||
(15)

Once all the errors are recorded for the 120 + 10 subjects, the minimum error is located and its corre-542

spondence with subjects identity is checked. If the first match is not successful, the second minimum error543

is evaluated. The procedure is repeated along the next smallest errors, until a successful identification is544

achieved. An alternative measure of surface similarity is therefore the percentage of subjects successfully545

identified within a small number of attempts. In the ideal case, all of the examples would have been ranked546

first place. The main idea of this evaluation procedure is to obtain a measure of accuracy for 3D shape esti-547

mation, for the set of 130 subjects of both databases, as well as exploring the potential of such estimations548

for the purposes of model based identification. Figure 9 (a) presents the final ranking results. It can be549

noticed from the figure that roughly a 70%, 80% and 90% of the subjects were identified in first place, for550

R2, R3 and R4 respectively. Around a 10% identification increase occurs when subjects are ranked from551

first to third place, as percentages raise to near 75%, 90% and 100% respectively for R2, R3 and R4. On552

the contrary, results delivered by R1 perform poorly, corroborating the fact that only considering the two553

main contour profiles of the face does not suffice for accurately approximating 3D surface.554

Finally, Figure 9(b) presents, for visual evaluation, four of the cases where the identification system555

failed. In the first row, the 3D estimation (false negative) obtained following strategy R1 is depicted in556

the first column, while the second column presents the 3D estimation that minimized the error against557

ground truth (false positive). Similarly, for the remaining rows, examples are shown for R2, R3 and R4.558

Due to the low accuracy of the 3D estimation in R1, it is expected that the identification fails. However,559

for the subjects analyzed from R2, R3 and R4, the false negative estimations seem to keep facial features560

that resemble better those of the ground truth, as opposed to their false positive counterparts, where the561
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(b) Misidentified subjects for each regression case.

Figure 9: Identification results. The figure depicts results on subject identification. In (a), the x-axis shows the ranking
on which each subject was identified, while the y-axis depicts the percentage of subjects falling into each of the rankings. The
best results were obtained from R3 and R4. The rows of (b) show, for the different regression cases, a misidentified example
along with its corresponding 3D estimation (false negative) and the 3D estimation where the measured error was minimized
(false positive)

overall shape of the face seems to be responsible for the high ranking. It is worth noticing how the false562

negative estimations seem to be affected by a scaling which either elongates or shrinks the recovered surface.563

Because the first eigenvector of the BFM is related with the size of the face, this result suggests that, for564

some subjects, PLS struggles to predict the dimension corresponding to the main variation of the training565

set. Since the error measurement is performed between vertices, changes in scale lead to greater distance566

values, therefore causing a false positive identification.567

6. Conclusions568

This article has introduced a novel methodology for estimating 3D face shape information from a group569

of contours through a PLS regression matrix. Our approach is based on the idea that occluding contours570

obtained from multiple image views contain information that is meaningful for a successful prediction of a571

3D face mesh. Using contours as 2D training information allows to focus only on geometrical shape varia-572

tions, leaving aside the modelling of texture and illumination variations. Although this sacrifices modelling573

appearance, it has potential applications in 3D face modelling, recognition and head pose estimation from574

video sequences. The major contribution of our MLR based technique is a simple and efficient way for575

estimating 3D face shape from imagery. For a 1.90GHz processor with 6Gb RAM, building the regression576

matrix takes around 0.7 seconds while predicting a new example from a set of contours roughly takes 0.01577

milliseconds. A limitation of our approach is that either the head or camera poses corresponding to the578
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input images should be estimated in order generate the training samples to build the regression matrix in579

accordance with the expected inputs. Also, we assume that 2D contours are already available. For this rea-580

son, coupling our method with state of the art contour extraction [45] and head pose estimation techniques581

for video frames [48] is considered as future work. In addition, it is worth to consider using other projections582

for 2D contours estimation besides orthographic and to combine our direct estimation methodology from583

contours with texture or shading based data as used in other works.584
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